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Wholesaler concerns – what we told the Review#
• Increase in the number of low cost drugs continues to erode wholesale margins
• By 2020, 84% of PBS medicines will be under $15 – economic loss for wholesalers
• Inadequate compensation in supply chain for high cost drugs

#

Review of Pharmacy Remuneration and Regulation

Wholesaler concerns – what we told the Review
• Wholesalers are delivering more units for less cost

• An uncertain remuneration environment creates uncertainty for ongoing investment
• Ultimately, this will make the current model unsustainable
• There is a solution within the current funding envelope

The Review – What just happened?
Three options for the supply chain:
1. Manufacturer Distribution Model
2. Current CSO arrangements with a
uniform 24-hour delivery window

3. A separate review of the CSO
What does each mean for wholesalers and
pharmacy?
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Option 1 - Manufacturer Distribution model
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greater administration/cost for pharmacy – for no benefit
Increased regulatory burden/cost for Government – for no benefit
Loss of redundancy - increased risk of stock shortages
Negative impact on service levels, pricing and NMP
Undetermined as to who would fund working capital
The Guild, MA and GBMA also oppose this option
“The review suggests that manufacturers may be charged with more broadly guaranteeing supply timeframes
to community pharmacies. Unfortunately, this may have the converse effect of increasing regulation,
replication and inefficiency into the system.
“This could lead to long term supply chain issues and increased pressure on manufacturers.”
Medicines Australia

Option 2 - Current CSO with 24-hour window
• Acceptable within 6th CPA IF no change in funding and
we retain the ability to charge in certain circumstances
• Acceptable post 6th CPA IF the future sustainable
funding requirements are addressed:
• Introduction of a margin floor like the AHI
• A margin ceiling to deal with high cost drugs
• Retention of the CSO – with indexation

• 6CPA has $3.0 bn budgeted for wholesale distribution.
A sustainable model can be achieved if the money is
actually spent - similar to Guild risk-share.
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Option 3 - Separate review of the CSO
• Risk of “paralysis by analysis” – this was an
opportunity missed
• Will another review prove worthwhile or just
add further costs and delays?
• NMP needs to be the central consideration
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Summary
• What ‘problem’ did the Review try to solve?
• The CSO works - what needs fixing is sustainable remuneration
• The Review gave little consideration to practical implementation or
the unintended consequences of options
• NPSA offers affordable and practical solutions within the current
funding envelope

“One of the great mistakes is to judge policies and programs by their intentions rather than their results.”
Milton Friedman
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